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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure ridging centered to the east of the Gulf of Mexico will continue to bring fair skies as well as gentle to moderate, occasionally 
fresh onshore flow and slight to moderate seas to the Gulf today. Then as we get into Wednesday, winds and seas will increase across the 
western Gulf as the pressure gradient tightens between an approaching weak cold front to the west and the previously mentioned ridge to 
the east. This will allow for winds to increase to fresh to strong speeds and seas to build to moderate to rough heights across the western 
Gulf tomorrow. Moderate to fresh southeasterly winds and slight to moderate seas will persist across the rest of the Gulf tomorrow 
regardless.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

These conditions will continue to persist into early Thursday morning before winds decrease across the western Gulf to gentle to
moderate speeds as the pressure gradient weakens across the area, as the ridge to the east departs. Seas will also lower as well
across the western Gulf as this occurs to slight to moderate levels. The cold front will then push offshore the Texas Coast Thursday 
night shifting the southerly winds out ahead of it to a north to northwesterly direction at moderate to fresh speeds behind the 
front. This front will bring elevated shower and thunderstorm chances to the western Gulf as well. This front is then forecast to stall 
in the western Gulf Friday night returning much of the winds to a southerly direction before a low develops along this stalled 
boundary on Saturday and tracks northeastwards across the Deep South on Sunday and Monday. This will act to push the front 
eastwards bringing elevated shower and thunderstorm chances to the central and eastern Gulf.  
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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